Stay and play in our
vibrant Northern capital

Icelandair Hotel Akureyri is your comfy base camp for experiencing and enjoying Iceland’s beautiful North. A friendly hotel, with tastefully
decorated, bright rooms and inviting facilities. This beautiful city and the surrounding region have so much to offer. No matter the season,
you’ll be glad you visited.
The view from the hotel is magnificent. Guests are near natural wonders and some of Iceland’s best skiing, and the cultural life in the North’s
capital. The warm geothermal swimming pool is just across the street, and the center of Akureyri is only a short walk away.

The hotel offers various room types ranging from a Queen guest room to a King Suite.
Bright, comfortable and cleverly thought out with a Scandinavian flair.

Quick Look
•
•
•

99 Rooms & Suite
Restaurant & Bar
Popular with the locals

•
•
•

Green Hotel
Meetings & Conferences
Family Friendly
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Stay and play in our
vibrant Northern capital

A modern, intimate restaurant showcasing everything from a delicious breakfast, the Aurora High Tea, dinner and brunch to a savory snack
menu. Expect excellent service and high-quality ingredients all year round.
The patio leads to a lovely hotel garden. The atmosphere is as great in winter as in summer because guests can sit around the fireplace and
keep warm under leather covers during winter and enjoy their lovely meals outside on warm summer days.
The hotel offers excellent facilities for any kind of parties, events and meetings. There is a big assembly room that can be divided into two
smaller rooms. When the weather is good, the patio is also an excellent extension to the hall, making it the ideal place to throw a garden party.

Nearby Attractions
•
Akureyri Swimming Pool		
•
City Center				
•
Botanic Garden			
•
Akureyri Art Museum 			
•
The Old Town		

Across the street
10 min walk
10 min walk
7 min walk
20 min walk

Fun Fact
From the year 1987 til 2010 the building was home to the University of Akureyri.
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